**ESRD-NCC / NPFE-LAN**

**World Cafe**

**Scenario 1:**
- Concerns: Safety
- "Sticking" himself
- Understanding treatment
- Self-discipline
- Mised community
and support
- Predictability
- Might refer to
- Socializing/interaction

**Scenario 2:**
- She can talk to the treatment team
- More info from the center
- Socializing/interaction

**Scenario 3:**
- Pros: More time with family
- In control of treatment
- Challenges: Unaware of changes
- Infection

**Scenario 4:**
- More info - CMS, local ORS
- "Fixel Uppers"
- Options: She needs a new doctor!
- She needs to educate herself - social worker, friends, peers, mentors, websites, books, support group

**Scenario 5:**
- Options: Get a 2nd opinion
- Find out why - what can he do differently
- From her original team, CRT, doctor, social worker, etc.

**Home Dialysis**

**Transplant Patients**

**Bonus Question**
- Peers can offer support, focus on purpose

- Education!